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Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition Official Soundtrack

Composers Michael Hoenig and Sam Hulick

Experience the incredible original soundtrack for Baldur's Gate composed by Michael Hoenig, plus seven new tracks by Sam
Hulick composed for Baldur's Gate: Enhanced Edition. All forty tracks are provided in both MP3 (320 kbit) and lossless FLAC

format, for your listening pleasure. Total Length: 65 min, 24 sec

Track List

01. Main Theme
02. Setting the Stage

03. Candlekeep
04. Attacked by Assassins

05. Leaving Home
06. Gorion's Battle

07. Exploring the Plains
08. Hobgoblins and Worgs

09. Night on the Plains
10. The Gibberling Horde

11. Helm's Temple
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12. The Ruins of Ulcaster
13. Swords Against Darkness

14. Safe in Beregost
15. The Beregost Night

16. Attacked by Bounty Hunters
17. Cloakwood Forest

18. Giant Spiders
19. Night in Cloakwood

20. From Out of the Storm
21. The Friendly Arm Inn

22. The Dream
23. Stealth in the Bandit Camp

24. Bandit Melee
25. Entering Baldur's Gate

26. Streets of the City
27. Night Falls on Baldur's Gate

28. The Lady's House
29. Down to the Sewers
30. Fighting for Survival

31. Ever Deeper
32. The Last Battle

33. End of the Quest
34. Rebirth of a Legend (BGEE)

35. Adoy's Enclave (BGEE)
36. Cloud Peaks (BGEE)

37. The Black Pits (BGEE)
38. Captivity (BGEE)

39. Blood for Sport (BGEE)
40. Duel to the Death (BGEE)
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Fun Coop game. Plays well even with keyboard and mouse.
Has online coop but haven't tryed it yet.
Not as hardcore as most twin sticks that have been coming out lately but that can be a good thing for casual gaming and local
couch coop.
Cool music, cool gameplay. I do recommend. REALY, I HATE THIS CAM!. Worst game ever dont buy it :(. Help what
happens at the end... are we meant to be psychic ... :( whats happened to part 2... we have been robbed!!!! :(. The scavenge
ability is amazing, especially if you research the techs associated with it. The campaign is also kind of fun too. (Especially with
how hammy the leader is, really makes it feel that much more like a GC2 callback.). If you check out most of my reviews, they
are just under 1000 words long. Usually, I feel the need to write a long review talking about what I feel is important. This is not
such a case.

In short, it's a lot like Big Rigs, but better.

This game is... dreadful, but also kind of fun. The main reason its fun is because of how lighthearted it is, and how colourful
everything is, along with the pleasent, if repetitive music.

But it's also completely broken is almost every possible way. The environments are glitchy, the car controls kind of crappily, the
controls don't really work sometimes, and there isn't really much of a goal except to collect all the stuff in the level and go to the
next...

It really just that simple. Here's a level, collect the stuff, move on. That's it. No racing. No real need to do stunts at all. It's just...
here. Drive around and collect stuff.

Just to give an example of how broken this game is, I came across a bug after 4 mintues of playing where, if I jumped, and then
held the backwards key ("s" for me), I instantly started flying up into the air, and as long as I kept the key pressed, I kept going.
While this is actually kind of fun, and I would hate to see it removed, it does sort of highlight how broken this game is. Also,
every time I died, I couldn't access the first person viewpoint any more. No idea why, it just didn't let me. You can also drive
directly up vertical walls, and your car goes faster going backwards than it does forwards. Once again, this is actually kind of
awesome, and does have some fun in it, but I doubt they intended it to be like this.

It's a lot like Big Rigs in that sense. Terrible glitches, but ones that serve to be entertaining. Without them, the game would
ironically be a lot worse I feel.

At the same time, despite all of this, the game doesn't really lie about what it offers. You can do stunts, I guess, though there's
no reason too. And you drive a small car. It's sort of enjoyable, so what the hey. A thumbs up for now. Maybe I'll change my
mind later, but right now, it's 3:20am here in Australia, and I need to get some sleep.. I got this with my Pre-Order and its not all
that great, and now seeing the price and ALSO not including the other little DLCs you got hidden from the purchase? That is
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Sneaky move Capcom that is not cool.. not thtat helpful mainly as i cannot
have both this up and the game up at the same time which is why people used to get tstragey guides to do. This game is like
Wolfenstein 3D except not completely boring. Level design and weapons are way better. Also, the enemies fire projectiles that
can be dodged. Most levels are horizontal with some having elevators for vertical movement. I haven't yet given hard mode a
try, but I am almost done with the normal mode. Seems kinda easy once you learn enemy attacks. I haven't died once. I bought it
for the full price and don't feel like I wasted money. Worth every penny.. uninteresting walking simulator

maybe you'll like it if you can tolerate awkward movement and low FOV that hurts your head

the main mechanic is a timer that also acts as your ammo in a sense, shooting uses your energy which decreases your time left,
but you can boost your energy by having your NPC partner collect debris for you

the voice acting was actually quite nice, I liked listening to the character's conversations which is pretty rare in most games
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the shooting also felt right, the gunplay was responsive and I never felt like I was being held back by horrible mechanics

unfortunately I can't justify the purchase for me, its just not fun or exciting or interesting at all
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Multiplayer is dead, the points system is designed make you stop between 27000 and 28000, the game isn't even original, and
compared to all the games which would be massively improved by being less boring than 1v1, this game becomes utter nonsense
with more than two players since the winner is determined by who goes after the dumbest player.
Got this for less than a dollar and it was still a waste of money.
Wasn't going to even say anything but the designer comes off as desparate, begging for positive reviews in the game itself. You
can't tell me what to do, your half-effort game gets the negative review it deserves.. A fun little diversion with a lot of excellent
ideas that are used sparingly. With just 12 missions, it didn't take long to complete everything, including the optional bonuses.

It's very easy, but it also features some great pathfinding, partner and enemy AI for such a small project.

The low-key piano music is a bit odd at first, but helps create the slow pace that the game moves at. Despite being slow, it can
also be frantic in a couple of the later levels, with Mission 8 being a particular stand-out for 'traditional' top-down arena shooting
craziness.

Could've done with controller support and quite a lot more content. Maybe an 'endless' arcade mode, or something. But what IS
here is pretty good, all in all.. Probably the best game in the arcadey, "Smash TV" style Shoot-Em-Up genre.. This DLC is very
nice and good :)

I love alternative history
I completed the DLC in field marshal difficuly
I played Panzer General I in 1996 and Panzer General II in 1997-
But I very want to play with Germany allies like Hungary, Italy, romania, Finland, or Bulgaria Or a new Russian campaing
1941-1945 or an American campaing in Asia 1941-1946 (1946 Operation Downfall maybe) I think this is the best way to make
a very good and powerfull game :)
------Greetings from Hungary :)------. Drink alcohol or die - a genius ironic sandbox about zombies and drunkenness.. This game
is even better then the last.
If you are new to Heroes Rise, this story give you enough insentive to buy the first one and read form there. Truely this game is
amazing.

The mystery in the game left me takeing notes of all the little details so i wouldnt miss anything as i played. as well as checking
on my stats at the choices, just so i wont screw up.

a definate 9/10.

I recommend you buy the trilogy. as this game will make you want to live through it all!. This is basically a very bare bones
version of divekick, but it was interesting and funny enough. I really only recommend this with the caveat that you are okay with
throwing away $4.. easy game until you get overwhelmed by balls. then it gets interesting. Lost Moon is a very hard puzzle
platformer game...
But I recommend it for the follwoing reasons...

+ it is a method to banish boredom
+ it has a good price
+ it is indie
+ it has trading cards. Haven't enjoyed it so far. Motion sickness in the movment, and the puzzles haven't been that fun or
intuitive.

One of those things, where they hand you a crowbar, but you can't smash the glass in a case that is locked. The game has
potential, but at this time I haven't enjoyed it compared to simpler escapa room games on HTC.

Maybe it will get better?
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